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Assessing the Societal Impact of Research: The Relational Engagement Approach

Marketing and policy researchers seeking to increase the societal impact of their scholarship should engage directly with relevant stakeholders. For maximum societal effect, this engagement needs to occur both within the research process and throughout the complex process of knowledge transfer. A relational engagement approach to research impact is proposed as complementary and building upon traditional approaches. Traditional approaches to impact employ bibliometric measures and focus on the creation and use of journal articles by scholarly audiences, an important but incomplete part of the academic process. The authors suggest expanding the strategies and measures of impact to include process assessments for specific stakeholders across the entire course of impact: from the creation, awareness, and use of knowledge to societal impact. This relational engagement approach involves the co-creation of research with audiences beyond academia. The authors hope to begin a dialogue on the strategies researchers can make to increase the potential societal benefits of their research.
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The *Journal of Public Policy & Marketing (JPP&M)* has a relatively high journal impact factor due, in part, to publishing research that grapples with timely and practical policy problems. For example, recent special issues of *JPP&M* focus on important social issues including consumption constraints, social entrepreneurship, transformative consumer research, as well as marketplace diversity and inclusion. Stewart (2013), in a *JPP&M* editorial, calls for increasing research that serves public and societal interests. This essay offers a critical reflection on the nature of research impact sought by journals like *JPP&M*. A lot is at stake in defining the strategies and measures of research impact (Smith, Crookes, and Crookes 2013). The international business school accreditation body, AACSB, recently issued new standards holding universities accountable; they state high-quality intellectual contributions should “impact the theory, practice, and teaching of business and management” (AACSB 2013, p. 16). Emerging progressive tendencies in marketing, such as Transformative Consumer Research (TCR), are exploring new types of research that will result in new measures of impact (Davis and Pechmann 2013; Mick et al. 2012; Ozanne 2011; Özçağlar-Toulouse and Burroughs 2014). If research aimed at benefiting society takes center stage, then how will this research be done and evaluated? The purpose of this essay is to reflect on traditional approaches to the meaning and assessment of impact, suggest a broader perspective across the complex process of societal impact, and encourage researchers to explore new forms of productive interaction with end users.

We propose a *relational engagement approach* arguing that knowledge products created through persistent interactions among academics and other stakeholders are more likely to affect positive social change. Specifically, researchers employing relational engagement approaches work more directly with the external constituency whom they hope to serve. Thus, they can potentially forge quality relationships that involve reciprocal interactions and co-learning.
Collaborative research potentially delivers a wider range of direct research outputs than traditional research approaches, such as building stronger social networks through which insights can be shared. We believe more researchers should work with invested stakeholders sharing the power to define problems, create, and use knowledge that can benefit society. In this way, the research process becomes more multi-vocal; that is, it includes the interests and insights of the users of knowledge to balance rigor against relevance. We hope to inspire more debate on how to better fulfill the implicit social contract that academic research should enrich society.

First, we highlight the problem of defining research impact. Second, we discuss traditional approaches to impact currently used in marketing. Third, we provide a framework for the strategies and measures of societal impact called the relational engagement approach. Finally, we present exemplars in marketing demonstrating the process of the relational engagement approach.

What is Research Impact?

Governments, academic institutions, and funding agencies increasingly want some form of accountability for the financial resources invested in academic research (Wiek et al. 2014). In the largest experiment on research impact assessment to date, the United Kingdom uses the Research Excellence Framework (REF) to assess the impact of published academic research and allocate funds to projects that meet their evaluative criteria (REF 2014). Yet assessing research impact is difficult and controversial. Consider the recent use of the commercial software, Academic Analytics, to measure academic productivity as one component of impact and the debate arising over its accuracy and use (Wexler 2015). Still, funding agencies who invest
millions of dollars into research justifiably worry about the translation of efficacious findings into practice. For example, a funding agency of medical research (a field highly scrutinized for its societal impact) might question whether the research impacts the amelioration of disease (Ioannidis 2004). For a research team to chip away at this laudable goal, they must complete studies with rigor, publish their findings, gain visibility, influence practitioners, integrate their work into common practice, and, finally, demonstrate some measurable improvement (Weiss 2007). It is a formidable task to engage in this full process of research impact.

Given the importance of this process, it is unsurprising that even the meaning of impact engenders considerable controversy. In part, confusion arises because “impact” is often used to capture four different points in the process: the creation of research, awareness of the findings, the use of research, and the potential societal benefits (De Jong et al. 2014). The first use of impact is the creation of a knowledge product: a journal article, book chapter, conference presentation, model, theory, decision aid, or innovation, to name but a few possible knowledge products. This stage is where academics most wisely invest their expertise. The second meaning of impact is the awareness of the findings, sometimes achieved by media interviews or press releases. The third meaning involves the use of the knowledge product; such as when a consumer, policy maker, or marketing manager adopts the research idea. For example, citation analysis captures the spread of a knowledge product, which is often the use of an article by another academic (Cote, Leong, and Cote 1991). The fourth meaning is when the knowledge product has positive societal benefits. For example, the definition of research impact by REF (2014) relates to this fourth meaning: “an effect on, change or benefit to the economy, society, culture, public policy or services, health, the environment or quality of life, beyond academia.” The first three steps are necessary but insufficient for achieving societal effects.
We first explore the traditional approaches used to assess impact in marketing. Of course, the meaning and assessment of impact varies widely based on the interests of the party evaluating the research (Weiss 2007). University administrators, for example, need measures of impact for assessing promotion and tenure and often prefer more quantifiable measures that focus on the direct outcomes of research investments (Smith, Crookes, and Crookes 2013). To avoid using the term “impact” and its many meanings, throughout the paper we will instead specify the creation, awareness, use, and societal benefits of research.

**Traditional Approaches to Research Impact**

The traditional approaches to impact focus primarily on the creation of knowledge outputs—the number of publications in highly ranked journals—and the use of the knowledge products measured by citations (Malhotra 1996; Sprott and Miyazaki 2002). Many databases exist for counting citations, including Google Scholar, Scopus, and Thomson Reuters Web of Science. Tracing use through citation patterns is consistent with the view of science and knowledge production in which researchers produce decontextualized theoretical knowledge that is politically neutral and flows linearly from academics to the general populace (Murray and Ozanne 2009).

Scholars who publish highly cited articles have evidence that their work is being used. Citation metrics, though, quantify an individual researcher’s influence primarily within the scholarly community. For example, an individualized \textit{h-index} combines both the citations and number of publications into a single score (i.e., a scholar with an index of \textit{h} has published \textit{N} papers and \textit{h} of those \textit{N} papers have at least \textit{h} citations each; Hirsch 2005). A high \textit{h-index}
denotes an individual’s high research creation and use within the academy. Institutional incentives reinforce this approach when these metrics are used in promotion and tenure processes. Similarly, the Journal Impact Factor (JIF) serves as a metric for measuring the use of articles published in a journal (Shankar 2009). The JIF captures the average number of citations to articles published in the journal (Alexander, Scherer, and Lecoutre 2007). Journals with a high JIF are cited more than publications in lower or unranked journals. These bibliometric impact measures are easily available and quantifiable, making them the primary measure of research excellence (Aguinis et al. 2014; Smith, Crookes, and Crookes 2013; Wiek et al. 2014).

However, these assessment measures do have shortcomings: review articles, generalist journals, and self-citations inflate the impact factor; a bias exists toward journals written in English; and widespread errors in reporting are found (Smith, Crookes, and Crookes 2013). Scientists may cite the most established and authoritative work to persuade reviewers of the value of their own research (Moed and Garfield 2004). Social motives may also inspire citation, such as rewarding a colleague or affirming an academic network. Consequently, citation counts are sometimes criticized for being biased towards a small group of journals, which are not necessarily read by consumers, practitioners, or policymakers (Erkut 2002).

Unintended consequences also arise when bibliometric measures are equated with societal benefits. Critics suggest that bibliometric measures undermine academic freedom as researchers are forced to preserve their reputation in a specific academic community and maximize in-field citations (Curtis 2007). Moreover, quality and citation counts are not necessarily correlated; a flawed article in a journal with a high JIF might be heavily cited by researchers attacking the article. This stance may also discourage multidisciplinary projects, which may take longer and are often published in journals in other fields. Researchers may even
be incentivized to divide up research projects into smaller pieces to maximize their number of publications. Although bibliometric measures provide an easy way to compare researchers’ records, it may limit creativity and encourage scholars to play it safe, such as selecting well-established research problems.

Furthermore, bibliometric indices do not measure the societal benefits of research, which involve more complex, dynamic, and indirect processes (Aguinis et al. 2014; Van Raan 2005). Societal benefits of research occur over time and are assessed from the perspective of the interests of different constituencies (Morton 2015). From a researcher’s perspective, societal benefits are indirect outcomes of research over which they have far less control. For example, a researcher may devise and publish a theoretically rigorous and effective intervention program that is adopted by a governmental agency; but through no fault of the researcher, funding could be cut. Thus, the researcher created a knowledge product that was adopted but no societal effect occurred.

Traditionally, researchers are held accountable for the outputs over which they have direct control (i.e., knowledge products). The recent changes in the REF and AACSB call for researchers to have greater accountability for the broader effects of their research, leaving some to question the role of academic researchers in society. For example, do academics have a social contract with society and are we accountable that our research should have positive societal outcomes? What is the value of unapplied research where the practical outcomes may be years off and relevant end users are still unknown? We suggest a middle ground position exists that focuses more on process and complements traditional approaches: the relational engagement approach to research impact. In this approach, we argue that smart intermediary steps exist for
those researchers who aim for societal benefits in their research. These engagement practices represent a fair contract between the academy and society.

In the next section, we provide a framework for the societal benefit of research that begins to capture the complexity of this process. We explore the power of relational engagement research approaches to influence the knowledge creation, awareness, use, and societal benefit of research. We also examine examples of marketing researchers who work more directly with other stakeholders.

**The Relational Engagement Approach: Increasing the Societal Benefit of Research**

Societal benefit assessment is an emerging research priority with no clear consensus existing on best practices (Aguinis et al. 2014). The impact of research on society occurs over time and is a complex and indirect process with multi-directional influences (Morton 2015). The time lag between direct research outputs and societal benefits means an attribution problem exists (Spaan and van Drooge 2011). Nevertheless, we integrate some of the most common features across existing approaches to provide an initial framework of this complicated process (De Jong et al. 2014; Morton 2015; Spaan and van Drooge 2011; Weiss 2007; Wiek et al. 2014).

As discussed earlier, the traditional approach to research impact focuses more on the creation of direct research outputs, particularly knowledge products like peer-reviewed articles, assessed using bibliometric measures. In the Figure 1, the gray boxes trace the traditional approach to research impact most frequently employed (see Figure 1). However, a relational engagement approach can generate additional direct outputs like productive interactions,
enhanced capacities, and social networks, which are discussed next. We offer the caveat that any distillation of such a complex and dynamic process will be an oversimplification. Clearly many exceptions exist, but we offer this framework as an orienting tool for productive conversations over rethinking current practices.

[Insert Figure 1 here]

As will become clear, documenting social benefits is fraught with difficulties. For example, in medical research a seventeen year time lag is estimated between medical trials demonstrating efficacy and consequent shifts in clinical practice (Weiss 2007). As an example from across all fields of the university, a recent textual mining and qualitative analysis of the 6679 impact cases evaluated in the 2014 REF found a three to nine year time lag, presumably among the best cases presented. Moreover, an astonishing 3709 different pathways were found for research providing a societal benefit (HEFCE 2015). Despite the complexity of this challenge, growing pressure exists for academic researchers to demonstrate societal benefits. We suggest that after creating direct research output, all researchers might focus on some of the direct and indirect process outcomes over which they have greater control. The Figure 1 provides an overview of the general process of societal impact beginning with the creation of direct research outputs and then moving to research awareness. As denoted by a dashed line, researchers have less direct control over the later stages of research use and societal benefit. Moreover, even though the Figure 1 presents this process as a linear process, a researcher might work on several incremental projects before building a critical body of research and gaining wider awareness and use. Or a research finding might be used and found inadequate, fueling additional research. Next, we explore how a relational engagement approach generates a broader portfolio of outputs.
Creation of Traditional and Nontraditional Direct Research Outputs

This process starts with the creation of direct research outputs emerging from the research process. As defined earlier, the primary direct research outputs are externally validated knowledge products, such as published peer-reviewed work, presentations, theories, decision aids, and models, to name a few. Currently, these are measured using bibliometric or scholarly output measures, such as number of publications and citations. We affirm that the peer-review process plays a crucial gate keeper role and is arguably the best approach for insuring that published research meets high standards of rigor. We also uphold the value of academic freedom and the importance of encouraging a portfolio of both basic and more practical research. Clearly, the academic stakeholder group is an important audience for research. But other important non-academic stakeholders exist including executives, marketing managers, policy makers, consumers, activists, and nonprofits.

Non-Academic Knowledge Products

Many marketing researchers are well aware of problems with the traditional strategies and measures of impact and are exploring alternatives to elevate the interests of external constituencies. At one end of the spectrum, this engagement is more basic, such as beginning the research process by focusing on problems deemed relevant for managerial stakeholders (Lehmann, McAlister, and Staelin 2011). Indeed, Stewart (2013) calls for more scholarly research that aids the pressing concerns of policymakers. Marketing researchers also engage with consumer problems with the goal of inspiring consumers and governments to take actions in their own self-interests (Epstein and Yuthas 2012; Viswanathan et al. 2009). Here, the basic goal is to create problem-focused knowledge of practical intent; for example, practical goals include...
improving packaging labels to help consumers make better choices or providing managers with better decision-making tools.

One challenge for achieving greater research impact is that academic journal articles are not necessarily written for nor read by downstream stakeholders. Therefore, many researchers in marketing also create knowledge products for existing consumer, managerial, or governmental policies or practices. These researchers may target research outlets that their stakeholders read (e.g., *JPP&M, Harvard Business Review*, news agencies, and trade books). The Table 1 provides concrete examples of the relational engagement approach within and outside the academy, such as alternative knowledge products sensitive to external stakeholders.

[Insert Table 1 here]

A relational engagement approach also proposes to nudge the production of knowledge products towards greater relevancy by including stakeholders in the creation process. As is explained next, this approach may even improve the accuracy of data upon which the research is based. Research done in collaboration with key stakeholders also yields additional direct research outputs, which do not necessarily arise when doing traditional research. Three possible sets of direct outputs of relational engagement research are productive interactions, enhanced capacities, and improved social networks (see Figure 1, Creation of Direct Research Outputs).

*Productive Interactions*

Productive interactions are “exchanges between researchers and stakeholders in which knowledge is produced and valued that is both scientifically robust and socially relevant” (Spaapen and van Drooge 2011, p. 210, emphasis added). Productive interactions do not assume a linear model of knowledge dissemination from researcher to user but assume influences arise in complex networks that are dynamic and multi-directional. For example, a research-based
decision model for better managerial decision-making may be modified because of contextual demands, such as the reality that managers face time pressures or financial constraints. Thus, over time, a productive interaction among researchers and end users would develop a more rigorous and relevant model for use because key contextual features were included.

The productive interaction contrasts with the traditional approach, which casts the researcher as the epistemological teller who preserves objectivity by keeping stakeholders at arm’s length and treating them as subjects and sources of data (Bourdieu 1984). The researcher questions, researches, and advises. However, this approach leaves the researcher susceptible to data errors, such as, oversimplification and misinterpretation, when historical and relevant contextual factors are not incorporated in the data collection and analysis. A relational engagement approach recognizes the complex, dynamic, and value-laden terrain of social problems and seeks to incorporate this into the research process.

Researchers within this approach take a more active role with those constituencies who might benefit from the research, including consumers, activists, managers, or policymakers. At minimum, this relationship is a partnership and the researcher engages with relevant stakeholders building on their everyday understandings, interests, and expertise. Research collaborations should “provide workable solutions to immediate concerns” (Ozanne and Saatcioglu 2008, p. 424). The researcher is one member of an assemblage seeking societal benefits. However, collaboration does not mean that the academics relinquish their voice and become the handmaiden of business, government, or consumer groups. Arguably, researchers might generate knowledge critical of managerial, policy, and consumer practices.

But when a network mobilizes around a specific cause, the potential for societal impact will be greater than if an individual advocates alone for a position. Productive interactions
among researchers and policymakers, whether these are formal or informal partnerships, are crucial to maximizing societal impact (Court and Young 2006; De Jong et al. 2014). So, relationship development requires active participation and time but the researchers’ payoff is the opportunity to influence policy. By being “in the room” or “on the team,” greater mutual understanding may develop. For example, Wansink and colleagues partnered with the USDA on a study that demonstrated how specific payment system configurations could benefit the healthfulness of the foods purchased by high school students (Wansink 2012). This partnership among policymakers and the researchers led to productive interactions with key stakeholders (i.e., school staff and students) that informed design and relevance of the study, as well as increasing the awareness and use of research findings.

The researcher may be more deeply engaged, the igniter or “provocateur” of change, taking the role of researcher activist (Wansink 2012). This expansion to a more proactive and dynamic two-way relationship among researchers and those people impacted is assumed to develop knowledge that is more translatable (Ozanne and Saatcioglu 2013). Haas (1990) argues that people working together on particular issues, despite emanating from different positions and contexts, can be instrumental in creating new solutions. Researchers working on maternal health care in Jamaica provide an illustration of an active research process working in tandem with policy-makers from inception to completion that proved effective in advancing policy (Court and Young 2006). In contrast, similar research-policy initiatives on health finance reform failed to translate into policy action in nearby St. Lucia and St. Vincent, in part, because policy-makers were not involved in the process. The Jamaican case draws attention to the importance of productive interactions with those people who can implement change.
For example, policy research is often more effective when it is disseminated before the policy actors’ positions are entrenched, which suggests that researchers should take advantage of the comment period that occurs prior to the government undertaking a study (Stewart 2013). The relational engagement approach to impact would also encourage an ideological expansion beyond just examining existing social problems. Instead of waiting until the problem has become embedded, researchers can also be creative as the ‘identifiers of needs’ while needs are in the process of being socially constructed. For example, the looming tsunami of baby boomers retiring who lack adequate savings means we need to be anticipating and researching new forms of affordable housing.

Some scientific research requires productive interactions with stakeholders to even produce quality observations. The Human Microbiome Project (also known as The American Gut Project) needs tens of thousands of participants worldwide to understand links between processed food and the well-being of our microbial ecosystems (humanfoodproject.com). Many examples exist where lay people have better insights and access to data than scientists in understanding local ecosystems (Chambers 1997) or linkages between local contaminants and poor health outcomes (Minkler 2005).

Any researcher can engage in productive interactions before, during, or after research commences. These range from rigorous pre-testing of experimental stimuli among a target audience and in-depth interviews with managers and policy makers to presentations before stakeholder groups or participation on advisory boards (see Table, Productive Interactions). However, with the relational engagement approach, the depth, breadth, and quality of productive interactions would be greater because of its collaborative nature.

*Enhanced Capacity*
Enhanced capacity is another direct research output that can arise when external stakeholders collaborate, such as improved skills, knowledge, and understandings for all parties (see Table, Enhanced Capacity). For example, in the participatory photography research approach, collaborators learn skills of photography, self-reflection, analysis, and communication, while researchers can discover local assets that can be leveraged in community interventions (Ozanne, Moscato, and Kunkel 2013). Hill et al. (2015, p. 160) studied a maximum security prison where prisoners were both informants and “co-researchers.” The prisoners learned research skills but both prisoners and researchers also forged an important understanding of the complexities of the illicit exchange market. These co-researchers presented their findings to the administration to forge new understandings on both sides of the prison bars (see Wiek et al. [2014] for an extensive review of the types of capacities that may be enhanced, including forging a common language, educational benefits, and building a shared purpose.)

Improved Social Networks

A third potential direct research output of the relational engagement approach is improved social networks (see Table, Improved Networks). Network effects include building new contacts, increasing trust, strengthening bonds, increasing the flow of information, and even building a sense of community (De Jong et al. 2014; Wiek et al. 2014). In the relational engagement research, these network effects occur during the collaborative research process. However, networks can be built in other ways like when researchers take sabbaticals to work at organizations or regulatory agencies. Marketing Science Institute has been building networks of academics and practitioners for over fifty years.

One promising avenue is creating networks of diverse partners organized around solving specific problems. Consider the Epode childhood obesity program organized by alliances across
university researchers, communities, practitioners, and policies makers and aimed to build local capacity for making behavior changes. This research is multi-disciplinary spanning different substantive areas of expertise, universities, and countries. Local programs are implemented with community and multi-stakeholder involvement but also supported by a social marketing approach based on best scientific findings to date (Epode European Network 2016).

Next, we explore the relational engagement approach in more depth. We then explore how both this approach and traditional approaches can engage more with stakeholders to increase awareness and use of research for potential societal impact.

*Relational Engagement Measures of Direct Research Outputs*

The relational engagement approach encourages collaboration with multiple and diverse stakeholders as part of the process of creating direct research outputs. We propose simple indices that measure the number and variety of research collaborators listed as authors and/or acknowledged in the notes of all knowledge products. An article with a greater number of nonacademic collaborators would have a higher index, and a paper with collaborators from a greater number of categories (e.g., executives, marketing managers, policy makers, consumers, activists and nonprofits) would have an even higher index. It would be the responsibility of the knowledge product distributors (e.g., journals, news agencies, etc.) to provide a way to classify author and non-author collaborators this way, and it would be the responsibility of the authors to list this information appropriately (e.g., within manuscript notes at the least).

It is also possible to measure productive interactions, enhanced capacities, and improved social networks. De Jong et al. (2014) argue that an urgent need exists to study and map interactional processes. Many other researchers also maintain that productive interactions are one of the most promising ways for getting research to have societal impact (Molas-Gallart and Tang...
2011; Walter, Nutley, and Davies 2005). But this is a nascent area. Currently, the study of productive interactions, enhanced capacities, and improved social networks is primarily case-based studies using interviews and focus groups and examining a range of direct and indirect interactions (see, for example, De Jong et al. 2014; Molas-Gallart and Tang 2011; Walter, Nutley, and Davies 2005). For example, activities studied include formal and informal meetings, presentations, panels, and demonstrations. Of course, the relational engagement approach does not ensure that interactions are productive and bad interactions would not inspire the use of research for societal impact.

**Research Awareness**

Following the creation of direct research outputs, potential users need to become aware of the findings. Awareness of traditional research often occurs at academic conferences, which are reasonable avenues to spread the news within the academic community. However, these approaches are less effective for other stakeholders given they are infrequently attended or read by students, consumers, activists, managers, or policy makers. Exceptions do exist; for example, policy makers routinely attend the AMA Public Policy and Marketing conferences.

Within the relational engagement approach, however, awareness already exists for the collaborative stakeholder. Still, awareness can be increased by all academics following the completion of the research (see Figure 1, Awareness). For example, any form of productive interaction could result in increasing awareness (see Table). This post-research engagement could include testifying before legislative bodies, consulting with government agencies or organizations, conducting management training, engaging more directly with the media, and sharing their research with students. These efforts are aimed at making potential stakeholders
aware of the research so it can be used. Academics can go even further by employing an impact strategy of pull versus push awareness.

*Pull versus Push Awareness*

Push strategies are those traditional activities that academics and their university public relations specialists can take to drive the findings to the stakeholders including traditional media activities. For example, the *Journal of Research for Consumers* publishes online academic articles but also offers shorter and simpler versions of these articles that are free and targeted to consumers. Pull awareness strategies are those activities that stakeholders increasingly take to access the findings. To the extent that relational engagement leads to researchers and users co-creating *relevant* knowledge products, then these may have greater pull awareness.

Co-creation enhances pull awareness. For example, researchers working to enhance food well-being could work more directly with key informants (Block et al. 2011). They might create a website with materials that help families visualize food well-being, work with school lunch programs to create webinars, help restaurants to redesign menus, and make the public aware of research ideas through YouTube videos. Nimmon (2007) worked with immigrant women creating photo novellas that captured their lived experiences of food practices as culturally embedded; this participant-generated photo documentation was then employed in health promotion materials for other immigrants. Ozanne, Moscato, and Kunkel (2013) argue cameras placed in the hands of research participants is a way to gather and analyze group experiences, and subsequent photography exhibits can make the broader local community aware of the research. Creative ways to implement pull awareness may capture the heart of relevant stakeholders who are invited to attend and interact with the citizens including business owners,
government officials, and relevant activists (e.g., Findholt, Michael, and Davis 2011). All of these strategies can increase the awareness (and potential use) of research findings.

_Social Media Interactions_

While some pull awareness tactics may require major resource commitments, researchers are experimenting with new tools of awareness that are less resource intensive, such as posting their findings on Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. Significant funds or organizational support are no longer necessary to make statements or spread provocative ideas. These tools require nothing more than access to the internet and a creative message that resonates (Scaraboto and Fischer 2013). For instance, many researchers write blogs and actively use social media to gain awareness for ideas, philosophies, and movements. Robert Kozinets’ blog, _Brandthroposophy_, has broad readership spanning academics, consumers, and managers. Research conducted online can also become activist through the way it is conducted. Netnography is a growing new research method incorporating all corners of the online realm (Kozinets 2010). When going beyond observation to take the form of active participation, the method can engage and begin two-way conversations with consumers on their own turf.

Although social media tools are more democratic, not everyone can make a difference; the author’s name must still carry notoriety akin to a brand (e.g., McQuarrie, Miller, and Phillips 2013). By following a celebrity like U2’s Bono on Twitter or clicking ‘like’ on Facebook, a relatively trivial act becomes a new form of protest, which runs the risk of creating a diluted and disengaged form of social awareness. Whether such activism in the digital realm evolves into ‘slacktivism’—a feel-good activism with minimal involvement or social affect—or can mobilize societal impact, like the Arab spring, remains an empirical question.

_Relational Engagement Measures of Research Awareness_
These alternative awareness practices do not preclude awareness measurement. With a little creativity, new measures might be created to document the awareness both quantitatively—such as number of events and size of attendance, but also qualitatively—including tracing any new understandings that emerged, or policy and community initiatives that arose from engagement and public discussions. For example, altmetrics are non-traditional metrics proposed as a way to assess nonacademic research awareness. The formal definition by its founder (altmetric.org) is “the creation and study of new metrics based on the web for analyzing and informing scholarship.” Usage metrics are those most similar in form to traditional citation measures, and include specific indicators, such as search results, clicks, views, downloads, and sales/holdings (including purchase by a library or article sales online). Usage metrics aim to measure nonacademic (in addition to academic) readership of journal and nonjournal media (Weiss 2007) and include tools like PageRank developed by commercial stakeholders like Google (Yan and Ding 2011), which is based on counting the number and quality of links to knowledge products in addition to search engine results of their content (adjusted for scholarly bibliometric measures like citation counts, it is possible to measure impact on strictly non-academic communities). These new metrics highlight the murky region between exposure, understanding, and use that are not easily untangled and point to the need for additional research and refinement of our framework.

Some tools are designed to help disentangle the hierarchies of awareness quality. For example, the open access ejournal, MRN Behavioral Marketing, distributes working and accepted papers to nonacademics, and its download counts appear to be a reasonable indicator of research exposure. Mentions, which point to the discussion of scholarly work on the web, may include a variety of indicators including blog posts, comments, reviews, and attributions. Social
media metrics, such as likes and shares, also provide some insight into the awareness and spread of information to a larger public (Roemer and Borchardt 2015).

**Research Use**

It is difficult to disconnect the awareness and use of research ideas. It is far easier to measure exposure to an idea but far more difficult to determine if the idea is adopted. Moreover, knowledge products can be used in a variety of ways (see Figure 1, Research Use). Once again, we stress the complexity of tracing the process from the creation of direct research output to some eventual societal benefit because research can be used in different ways. As we move to expand the assessment of societal impact beyond bibliometric measures, we will need to consider carefully the different ways in which research can be used.

**Conceptual Use of Research**

The conceptual use of research is the traditional academic approach. Conceptual uses capture changes in the way that people think about their situation that may or may not transfer to instrumental uses. However, the relational engagement approach may also enrich conceptual uses of research. Indeed, multiple collaborators with different societal roles necessitate an increased abstraction in order to address diverse perspectives. For example, research that reveals how low literate consumers adeptly cope in the marketplace might not only attenuate stereotypes for retailers but also for the consumers themselves.

**Instrumental Use of Research**

We typically think of the instrumental use of research to inform consumer, managerial, or policy decision making, practice, or policy. Viswanathan et al. (2009) provide concrete recommendations to design effective educational programs among the poor to improve marketplace literacy, which is an example of research that could be used instrumentally. While
researchers traditionally discuss the implications of their results in a manuscript’s discussion section, the relational engagement model encourages researchers to employ strategies throughout the research process that more intentionally focus on its instrumental use. In other words, rather than adding an implications section as a post-research requirement or afterthought, the relational engagement approach means designing studies with stakeholders so that the instrumental use of the research is a meaningful core of the project, along with its conceptual use.

Political Use of Research

Research can be used to mobilize resources including garnering support in political processes, or justifying courses of action in an organization. For example, research on the dangers and prevalence of underage hookah smoking could be used to mobilize local policy support for age restrictions in hookah lounges (Griffiths, Harmon-Kizer, and Gilly 2011). Like the instrumental use of research, its political use is practical, and like the conceptual use of research, the political use is abstract, so that general policy can be implemented in as many situations and instruments as possible.

Widespread Use of Research

Finally, on occasion, research can be widely adopted when findings lead to larger scale shifts in thinking, beyond the original setting moving into new organizational and institutional uses (Weiss 1998). For example, the idea of a new sharing economy is one such idea that has spread like wildfire (Botsman and Rogers 2010) but is not necessarily political.

Relational Engagement Measures of Research Use

While measures of research awareness include information consumption assessment like counting the number of times research knowledge products are clicked online, measures of research use include information application assessment like counting the number of times
research knowledge products are used in nonacademic media (Weiss 2007). The Altmetrics we propose as a measure of research awareness could also measure its use; for example, mentions in blogs, comments, and reviews (Roemer and Borcahdt 2015). Similarly, the Logic Model by Weiss (2007) proposes the use of scientometrics to measure the number of times research is cited in newspapers, blogs, websites and patents. Further, a researcher’s scientometrics could also be enhanced by measures of productive interactions, enhanced capacities, and social networks (see the Relational Engagement Measures of the Creation of Direct Research Outputs section above). If collaborators have scientometrics, these could be used to further enhance a researcher’s own impact metrics. The Logic Model also proposes the use of surveys to gauge penetrance of the information among nonjournal constituents. Last, case studies could measure more complex instances of research use, such as using knowledge in the creation of new product, service, or not-for-profit organization (REF 2014), which we discuss more in the next section. Such metrics, surveys and cases could further measure use of knowledge products, productive interactions, enhanced capacities, and social networks.

**Societal Benefit**

*The Trickle-Down and Trickle-Horizontal Approach*

Traditional approaches expect that research will benefit society by trickling down to the end users: academics create academic knowledge products, push awareness of them out to the correct stakeholders, who will hopefully translate the concepts correctly into practical use, and finally, this information will benefit individuals and societies. Certainly, this is one path by which research findings may get into the hands of motivated users. We propose that this approach may not be as effective since it relies on unengaged connections with end users during
creation, awareness, and use. We propose a trickle-horizontal approach of relational engagement of stakeholder throughout the research process as an additional pathway.

This approach has deep roots in Kurt Lewin’s (1946) action research and is more recently resurrected as participatory and community action research (Ozanne and Anderson 2010; Ozanne and Saatcioglu 2008). From this standpoint, consumer education is not a top-down process of providing guidance. Instead, education should be the practice of freedom (Freire 1970); criticism paves the way for societal transformation.

Relational Engagement Measures of Societal Benefit

It is also possible to assess societal benefit. Measuring the downstream societal benefit of research is difficult and challenging for a variety of reasons. The significant time lag between creating direct research outputs and societal benefits means that it is difficult to trace a clear path. Moreover, the research may not be used directly but may shift understandings or political processes, which may be more difficult to document. The research may be used in part or even misused or misapplied. Our theories of social change are woefully inadequate and we really do not fully understand how a knowledge product can lead to a change in legislation, a shift in marketing strategy, or an adoption of a healthy behavior by a consumer. Finally, societal benefits may change over the short-term, intermediate, and long-term time horizon. Thus, we propose the use of case studies that permit the use of contextualized empirical evidence.

Given these complexities and the lack of quantitative data, the REF (2014) assessed societal impact of research using cases studies that were assessed by panels of experts. Case studies were used to provide researchers maximum latitude to create an evidentiary trail that could span diversity across disciplines, projects, and contexts. This countrywide exercise led many people to conclude that “each piece of research results in a unique tapestry of impact” and
even a taxonomy using a hundred different indicators could not capture this complexity (Penfield et al. 2014, p. 28). Although it is unlikely a single quantifiable approach will ever emerge, different fields do provide some guidance here.

Again, drawing from the 2014 REF, the actual evidence used to document societal impact provides potential directions. For example, research on health benefits achieved used evidence such as citations in clinical practice, use of technology in practice, and quality-adjusted-life-years of a health intervention. Economic benefits were demonstrated in new patents, licenses, products, revenue, commercialization of technology, business ventures, industrial investments, forging industry partnerships, to name a few. The impact of research on policy was demonstrated primarily by informing governmental policy or through engagement with governmental committees. Engagement arose in the form of giving oral or written evidence, research being used as evidence by a third party, research cited in a policy report, or the researcher acting as an advisor (HECFE 2015).

Other case study approaches exist that are similar to the 2014 REF. For example, the Social Impact Assessment Methods approach stresses the role of Product Interactions (SIAMPI) with stakeholders for increasing the societal benefits of research (Penfield et al. 2014; Spaapen and van Drooge 2011). The Research Contribution Framework is also a case study approach to measuring societal benefit that emphasizes engagement/involvement and enhanced capacities (Morton 2015).

**Marketing Exemplars Using Relational Engagement Approaches**
Marketing researchers have already engaged in many research strategies for greater societal impact. Some researchers work toward the commercialization of their ideas and advocate that research should be transformative in the real world (Lodish 2005). Other researchers have initiated social enterprises to directly benefit consumers. Social enterprises merge the pro-social and business paradigms within specific sociocultural and political environments (Dart 2004). These enterprises take organizations to new levels as sustainable entities that benefit the constituents they serve. For example, DeBerry-Spence (2010) researches micro-entrepreneurs in Ghana and impacts the socioeconomic well-being of those living in poverty. She collaborates with others through the MASAZI Visitor and Welcome Centre, an ongoing cultural redevelopment initiative she created that helps subsistence entrepreneurs earn a living wage. DeBerry-Spence’s research addresses such complex issues as marketplace literacy, barriers to economic development, and conflicted identity projects of middle-class Africans living in subsistence marketplaces. She actively engages with her informants who she considers both “subjects” and beneficiaries of her research.

When embarking on such projects, an objective may be to encourage people to make positive changes in the lives of consumers, managers, and society alike. In DeBerry-Spence’s work, for example, one outcome of this type of engaged research was the increased economic well-being of each micro-entrepreneur within the Visitor Centre. The ability to impact the individual lives of micro-entrepreneurs raises the overall quality of community life. This research also has some unintentional positive outcomes. Specifically, the researchers’ difficult process of establishing the Visitor Centre creates opportunities for other individuals looking to start businesses in Ghana by unveiling the cultural, social, and political complexities that may inhibit entrepreneurs from being successful.
Critics might argue that the time researchers like DeBerry-Spence spend on their ventures detracts from publishing more theoretically sophisticated research or may detract from publishing a greater quantity of research. However, these authors would likely point out that the theoretical development of their research is richer from involvement in the kind of engaged processes we identify as emergent approaches to impact. Likewise, these approaches often produce richer, real-world datasets with the chance to produce more high-quality research publications, which improves impact even by traditional standards.

Consequently, for researchers to inspire societal impact, they may need to seek out communities and engage with consumers and groups on equal terms in order to co-create and pursue transformative goals. For example, scholar and activist David Graeber (2009) explores notions of economic anthropology by organizing and attending various activist movements, including the Occupy Movement and the movement against World Economic Forum. Not satisfied with just the role of a public speaker, he was a facilitator of general assemblies and an organizer of lectures on legal issues, medical training, and nonviolent resistance. Thus, ethnographic immersion can become a two-way or multi-directional dynamic that moves starkly beyond observation to taking part in community activities. The community serves as a vital context for both the emergence and spread of new practices, creating potential for change and improvements in the marketplace and society. This happens through development of new practices as well as continuous self-reflection and monitoring.

Discussion
We present the relational engagement approach to research impact. This relational engagement occurs within a range of paradigms spanning experimental, survey, and qualitative field research aimed at a common interest toward societal effects. We are not suggesting that the relational engagement approach replace the traditional approach. Instead, we posit that this historical juncture calls for a more holistic articulation of research outputs and outcomes.

Consistent with the goals of public policy and transformative consumer research, the relational engagement approach to research does not claim neutrality but seeks to enhance individual and collective well-being (Mick et al. 2012), striving toward goals like social justice and diversity (Henderson and Williams 2013). Researchers who are interested in this approach often embed their goal of having a positive social effect throughout the research process. This might influence the use of multiple stakeholder and multidisciplinary teams that solicit diverse perspectives, theories, and tools and may be more likely to generate novel solutions for some of the most intractable social problems (Hill and Martin 2014; Tian et al. 2014). Interestingly, the best societal impact cases from the United Kingdom’s 2014 REF assessment of societal impact were heavily multi-disciplinary (HEFCE 2015). The goal of seeking practical effects might influence the research design by using data gathering techniques that allow for more productive interactions with citizen consumers and practitioners, enhancing the capacities of the research through increased knowledge, and improving social networks among researchers and other stakeholders of the research.

**Implications of the Relational Engagement Approach for Nonacademic Stakeholders**

The relational engagement approach has broad implications for nonacademic stakeholders. Consider the recent theorizing on the more encompassing construct of food well-being (Block et al. 2011). This research suggested that the food = nutrients = health cultural
discourse was mobilized in an era of scarcity. Yet now, in an era of relative abundance within developed countries, this discourse is dysfunctional contributing to obesity and obsessions over fat, calories, and the body mass index. Indeed, these authors argue that this normalized discourse is partially responsible for creating a generation of paradoxical eaters. For example, people consume an entire box of fat-free cookies while trying to cut calories and lose weight. A cultural discourse better adapted to an era of fast food and over-consumption is “food as well-being” (Block et al. 2011). This involves shifting to a more holistic understanding of the role that food plays in our daily lives and overall well-being. To wit, this shift could help consumers question whether a box of fat-free cookies contributes to their well-being, rather than focusing on the fat-free information. Thus, the potency of the idea of “food as well-being” is not because this idea is retracing existing social reality. Instead, it acts as a map that opens up potential territory without charting which path is taken or exactly how social practices and institutions evolve.

The Block et al. (2011) article should be evaluated by traditional measures of scholarly impact, such as the 52 citation counts (with many being outside the field of marketing and across different countries) and for winning the Kinnear award. But the food well-being framework was the foundation of an Institute of Medicine workshop on food literacy where it was used by members from policy, business, and academics (National Academy of Sciences 2015). Eventually, the societal benefit of this framework could be assessed by a case study or descriptive narrative of the shift in cultural discourse around well-being and how this shift led to a domino effect of social change. For example, policies focused on food well-being could lead to changes on front-of-the-package labeling and commercial messages, which in turn could change the way we talk about food at the family dinner table and in schools and restaurants. These
changes in how we talk about food could eventually be picked up by market researchers, leading to new ideas, products, services, and promotions.

Potential changes in the research process may be subtle. For example, academics in marketing often involve managers in research that is focused on the firm. We recommend that some academics in marketing more actively participate with managers doing research focused on societal and consumer well-being. For example, Brian Wansink is known for his obesity and healthy consumption research, which at first glance would appear to be a threat to the objectives of fast food restaurant corporations like McDonald’s (Wansink 2006). However, Wansink and Hanks (2013) published research partially funded by McDonald’s that investigates ways to help children reduce calorie intake by changing the content of McDonald’s Happy Meals. Further, Wansink is a member of McDonald’s Corporation’s Global Advisory Board. The traditional academic approach might have been for Wansink and Hanks to generate findings about children’s meal bundles in the lab and without input from firms like McDonald’s. They might optimistically hope fast food executives would read the publication or cede to pressure from outside groups to make recommended changes. In a prime example of a relational engagement approach, Wansink instead included McDonald’s as an active research partner, which had several benefits. The researcher was invited to conduct research in the field, boosting the study’s external validity. The partnership allotted a higher level of control within the field setting, increasing internal validity. This approach allowed for solutions consistent with the corporation’s own needs (e.g., profitability, brand-building, sustainability, and resilience into the future). From a perspective of well-being, the study lessened contradictions between health-related values and the fast food landscape. It had a societal impact because implementation was part of the study
design. Foremost, since the managerial partner actively participated in the design of the research study, the company did not need to be cajoled into implementing the findings.

In addition to increasing the societal impact of research findings, academic/corporate partnerships also help reduce unproductive tensions and prejudices between constituencies (policy researchers versus corporate managers). Productive interactions can be a direct research output allowing researchers to influence managers (and vice versa). Such partnerships open dialog and diplomacy so that research is designed, implemented, and reported with input from the people with the power to enact corporate changes that may benefit their customers.

**Implications of the Relational Engagement Approach for Academic Institutions**

Assessing the societal impact of academic research is an increasingly important concern for universities, governing bodies, and researchers looking to secure their roles in society (Naidoo, Shankar, and Veer 2011). With governing bodies seeking to assess the quality of academics’ work, a growing tension exists between traditional indices of scholarly impact and the far more demanding challenge to evidence societal impact (Polonsky 2008; Shugan 2003). We propose that a relational engagement approach can use existing traditional measures of scholarly impact. But a relational approach may also build the productive interactions, capacities, and social network to move the knowledge products beyond creation of direct research outputs to awareness and use and potential societal effects. As discussed previously, traditional bibliometric measures are still important to the advancement of knowledge within academic circles. Academics must share their knowledge within their respective communities and hold each other accountable to high standards of rigor and quality. However, alternative ways do exist to capture the process of influence that occurs beyond the boundaries of academics to research awareness, use, and societal impact. Many smart moves exists for academics increasing the potential societal
impact of their research particularly in terms of increasing productive interactions. As such, we should also reward academics who seek societal benefit by focusing more on the process of change.

The 2014 Research Excellence Framework in the United Kingdom (UK) advances such a notion. Undoubtedly, it is controversial to hold researchers responsible for societal impact; particularly if these policies become dogmatic. For example, many instances exist of basic research findings that were only found years later to have practical applications and research that appears to be practical may, over time, be discovered to be wrong. Academic research in the field of finance proved to have an extreme impact on society in relation to the global financial crisis that began in 2007. ‘Breakthrough’ research by David X. Li provided a model to value collateralized debt obligations, a market that had been stalled since no way existed to value these securities or evaluate their risks. Financial practitioners praised this research using it to expand the market to trillions of dollars, in the short run. In hindsight, it is clear that short-term interests in profits led to immense profits for a few and the near collapse of the financial market for the many (for more details, see Learmonth, Lockett, and Dowd 2012).

**Theoretical Implications of the Relational Engagement Approach**

From this perspective, theoretical explanation is, in part, the outcome of democratic dialogue taking place in the everyday world of the informants (Habermas 1981/1987). This assumes theory that is useful for solving problems cannot be removed from the context of this day-to-day world. It is the job of the researcher to mine cultural context for theoretical insight through discourse. This assumption is why building productive interactions and the process of co-creating knowledge are so important for the relational engagement approach. Insights may indeed flow down from the researcher to end-users. However, insights equivalently flow from
the end users as this research stance acknowledges and leverages important local expertise throughout the process. More often, however, insights emerge from dialogue and social interaction between researcher and stakeholders. Furthermore, various hybrid forms of theory can exist, such as a fusion of theory and practical knowledge (Kalb 2006), feedback loops (Stringer 1999), and theory-guided action (see also praxis in Murray and Ozanne 1991).

Researchers who are active in exploring new relational forms of research should be ever vigilant in identifying the overt and subtle ways that power relations are manifested within these community negotiations. It is also understood that all acts that bring about societal change are always provisional and changing and, therefore, require constant negotiation and on-going engagement. The key here is that the knowledge product is the result of dialogue among the researchers and representatives of an external constituency; it is relational, co-constitutive, and does not have a predetermined direction. For example, a marketing manager might focus on the ability to reach and transform customers and company employees through mutually beneficial, pro-social organizational processes (Smith, Drumright, and Gentile 2010). For a consumer activist organization, meaningful research might help mobilize resources to alleviate injustice. Or policy makers could be more likely to use research that informs policies currently under consideration.

Limitations and Future Research

A relational engagement approach to evaluating and creating societal impact would understand the researcher’s position is not one emanating only from the context of an academic office. Instead, a relational approach to societal impact sees the researchers as being an integral part of the wider community and generating awareness and use for the research is part of the path to societal impact over time. Rather than these activities being tangential to an academic’s duties,
room should exist in the academy for some researchers acclaiming these activities as central to co-creating and learning how knowledge can be used for societal impact. Of course, these activities are both resource and labor intensive and if universities are seeking research that eventually has societal impact then additional administrative support may be needed for these engagement activities. The demands for academics to create knowledge are great; demands to engage in the awareness, use, and societal effect would be significant. The academy should be an island accessible to academics—but some researchers should be rewarded more explicitly for building bridges to what are currently more distant shores.

Yet we really know very little about the complex process of getting research findings to affect societal change. Research findings do reach the broader public through other means, such as press releases, consulting, and teaching, but the process tends to be more top-down from academic researchers to end users. We do not really know if and when readers of Men’s Health or Cosmopolitan act upon an article that reports our research findings. Given the 2014 REF found over 3700 unique paths to change, we are far from having a firm understanding of this very complex process (HEFCE 2015).

We end with a call for academics in the fields of public policy, marketing, and consumer research to seize the opportunity to expand both the meaning and nature of impact, particularly in regards to academic policy and in collaboration with university policymakers. The concepts “impactful,” “useful,” and “relevant” are inherently unstable, changing over time, and highly sensitive to political interests. Thus, it is not the purpose of this paper to create a new code. Indeed, a proposal that allocates a one-size-fits-all metric is suspect; the complexity of social change will resist simple metrics. For example, imagine trying to untangle the relative impact of research that influences the policy process, the enforcement of policy, or the implementation of
policy. Likewise, imagine weighing the relative importance of policy research with the potential for minor influence on millions of people versus policy research with the potential for critical, life-saving influence on a few dozen people. However, working toward academic policies that incentivize relational engagement approaches to scholarly impact will benefit our fields and the stakeholders of our research, despite the inherent complexity.

We propose an expansion of traditional conceptualizations of impact to include more relational engagement approaches, which will require higher levels of researcher involvement across the whole process. Rather than painting an image of the researcher as the objective expert, we advocate new roles for the researcher as co-preneur, advocate, co-creator, and provocateur. A greater, deeper, and more sustainable form of impact may be facilitated through the imaginative use of various approaches and outlets, combined with a variety of promotional methods, personal interaction, multi-media activities, in- and out-of-field conferences, and partnerships. In doing so, marketing scholarship will more effectively achieve the shared goal of contributing to well-being for all citizens. Moreover, when researchers engage with a range of external constituencies, research outputs can avoid serving the interests of the few and most powerful and better serve the well-being of the many and most lacking.
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Figure 1

A Framework for the Relational Engagement Approach to Impact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creation of Direct Research Outputs</th>
<th>Research Awareness</th>
<th>Research Use</th>
<th>Societal Benefit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic Knowledge Products</td>
<td>Push Awareness</td>
<td>Conceptual Use</td>
<td>Trickle-down Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Academic Knowledge Products</td>
<td>Pull Awareness</td>
<td>Instrumental Use</td>
<td>Trickle – horizontal Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productive Interactions</td>
<td></td>
<td>Political Use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced Capacities</td>
<td>Social Media Interactions</td>
<td>Wide-spread Use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Social Networks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures of Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scholarly Bibliometric Measures (e.g., H-Index, Journal Impact Factor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metrics on Collaborative Stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altmetrics of Awareness (e.g., PageRank)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altmetrics of Use, Scientometrics, Surveys &amp; Cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Studies (e.g., REF 2014 and SIAMPI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Traditional  Relational Engagement  Indirect
| Relational Engagement Approach Examples Outside (vs. Inside) the Academy |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| **Knowledge Products**                          | **Outside the Academy**                         |
| Inside the Academy                              | Outside the Academy                             |
| Articles, chapters, books, theories, models,   | Government reports, policy briefings, guidelines, |
| measurement instruments                          | practitioner publications (e.g., trade           |
|                                                 | publications, newsletters,…), case studies,      |
|                                                 | textbooks, webinars, decision making tools,     |
|                                                 | essays                                          |
| **Productive Interactions** (before, during, & after research) | Participation on advisory boards or policy     |
|                                                  | development committee; collaborative             |
|                                                  | research; informal meetings; media interviews;  |
|                                                  | presentation; demonstrations; consulting with   |
|                                                  | organizations; expert testimony before a         |
|                                                  | legislative body                                 |
| **Enhanced Capacity**                           | New research skills, enhanced                   |
|                                                  | understanding, new perspectives, new            |
|                                                  | analytical techniques                           |
| **Improved Networks**                           | New skills in research, analysis, reflection,   |
| Development of academic network; membership;   | and communication within a relational engagement |
| participating on committees, and holding offices in academic organizations | approach; developing a share language and common |
|                                                  | understanding; the ability to use new           |
|                                                  | models and theories; developing a community     |
|                                                  | with shared concerns                            |
| **Awareness and Use**                           | Development of social network among policy      |
|                                                  | makers, businesses, consumer groups, nonprofits;|
|                                                  | participation on multi-disciplinary research    |
|                                                  | team, requests for time from different          |
|                                                  | stakeholder groups; faculty sabbatical at       |
|                                                  | organization or regulatory agency               |
| Academic conference presentations; blogging on  | Traditional media coverage; websites           |
| academic websites; awards                       | promoting the research; telenovelas and         |
|                                                  | videographies; Altmetrics footprints, such as    |
|                                                  | number of bookmarks and presence on social      |
|                                                  | medias, webometrics of the research (Mendeley,  |
|                                                  | CiteULike, Tweets, Facebook, Google+, Reddits,  |
|                                                  | Forums, LinkedIn,…); citations in blogs, web    |
|                                                  | encyclopedia; non-educational entries on search |
|                                                  | engines; number of followers on social media;   |
|                                                  | readers’ engagement with the research, such as   |
|                                                  | number of likes and comments about the          |
|                                                  | research; citations in the development of        |
|                                                  | guidelines, policy, or regulation; citation in  |
|                                                  | the development of standards, best practices,    |
|                                                  | and textbooks                                    |

Note: This incomplete list is meant to make the relational engagement approach framework concrete rather than imply a linear process; i.e., many elements in one box might also apply to another.